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Managed Review Services

Document review is the most expensive and time-consuming component of any eDiscovery exercise. Seventy-three percent of all 
eDiscovery expenses are related to review,1 with larger and more varied data sets driving the price tag even higher. To combat the escalating 
expense of document review, corporations and their outside counsel seek approaches that lower costs without sacrificing quality, 
timeliness or defensibility.

Consilio meets these demands with three Document Review Services: Staffing, Coordinated Review 
and Comprehensive Managed Review. Each option provides instant access to our global network 
of thousands of prescreened legal professionals as well as expert recruiters capable of quickly 
staffing the review with the right resources. Review location is flexible—clients can choose from any 
of our review centers,utilize their own space or opt to use an on-demand review center, a temporary 
location that meets the matter’s requirements. Plus, clients can choose the amount of review 
oversight needed for the matter.

Comprehensive Managed Review
Expert, defensible review services that increase quality, efficiency and cost savings

 Reduces the cost of client’s review expenditure - frequently by double digits

 Document coding practices ensure a high level of accuracy and efficiency

 Global reach ensures local market expertise and access to best practices

Our Managed Review Includes: 

A More Consultative Approach

Our review specialists are guides, not order takers. We challenge 
assumptions based on experience and ask the right questions at 
the start to keep your review on track and on budget.

Experienced Lawyers On Call

We quickly staff your project from our pool of highly qualified 
attorney reviewers, working independently or with your team.

Greater Mastery Of The Tools

Our expert advisors have over 200 Relativity Certifications, 
including more Relativity Masters than any other eDiscovery 
company. We know the enhanced tools because we’ve built them.

Technology That Optimizes Review

We use the most powerful eDiscovery tools on the market, 
 turbocharged with our own platform – Consilio Complete

eDiscovery. Our dedicated development team has combined 
powerful analytics with customizable workflows and intelligent 
dashboards —all with world-class data security.

Serious Security

Our 7 dedicated review centers feature multiple layers of physical 
security—including guards, cameras and biometrics; network 
perimeter controls to identify and prevent network intrusion; and 
staff members who have undergone stringent background checks—
all to ensure the maximum in security and data privacy.

Supervision and Oversight

Our document review managers—licensed attorneys and former 
litigators with years of hands-on discovery experience—supervise all 
resources and processes.

270+ 
Relativity® 
Certifications 
The Most Relativity 
Masters Worldwide

1 Nicholas M. Pace and Laura Zakaras, Where the Money Goes: Understanding Litigant Expenditures for Producing Electronic Discovery, 
  at 41, available at http://www.rand.org/content/dam/rand/pubs/monographs/2012/RAND_MG1208.pdf (2012)
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CASE STUDY 
Managed Review Helps Reduce Telecom Merger Review by 4 Weeks
Merger in highly regulated telecommunications industry involved requests from multiple agencies within tight 
timeframes.

Our Managed Review team coordinated with two AmLaw 100 firms to simultaneously fulfill all requests and 
FCC filings in under nine weeks--four  weeks ahead of schedule. This in turn helped the client save money, 
meet their regulatory obligations faster and successfully close their transaction.

Global Locations 

Our clients’ matters cut 
across jurisdictions with 
different data privacy and 
protection regulations, security 
requirements and budgetary 
pressures. That’s why our 
review centers are stationed 

strategically across the globe.

On-Demand  
Review Centers 

In addition to our current 
locations, temporary review 
centers can be established 
anywhere in the world with the 
same strict security protocols 
and our multilingual team of 

global experts.

Secure Remote Review

Get the right documents in front 
of the right experts—regardless 
of location. Ask how our secure 
remote review solutions can 
enhance the efficiency and 
quality of your on-site, review 
center-based projects.

70+

3,000+

Offices, Data Centers & Review 
Facilities around the world

Seats of Review Capacity 

Global Reach, Local Expertise

Offices
19+ in North America

7+ in Europe

4+ in Asia Pacific

Document Review
12+ in North America

3+ in Europe

4+ in  Asia Pacific

Data Centers
6+ in North America

5+ in Europe

4+ in Asia Pacific
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